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PAIR BREAKING EDGE IN SUPERFLUID 3He

S. Adenwalla, Z. Zhao, and J.B. Ketterson
Northwestern University
Evanston, lUinois 60208
B.K. Sarma
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201
We present the first direct, systematic measurements of the superfluid
energy gap in the B-phase of 3He. We compare our measurements to the
predictions of the weak-coupling-plus model. 1 The comparison depends on the
temperature scale used; however weak-coupling theory does not provide an
accurate description for either temperature scale. We find the best agreement
occurs if we use a combination of the Greywall temperature 2 scale and the
weak-coupling-plus model z for the gap.
We have measured the pair-breaking edge, 2,% using a c.w., single-ended
impedance technique, and alternate presssure and temperature sweeps,
described elsewhere. 3 The acoustic cell contains two transducers separated
by 190.5 #m and thus the round trip path length is 381 #m. Experiments were
performed up to the 13th harmonic of our 12.79 MHz fundamental transducer
(167 MHz). We used an LCMN thermometer mounted above the acoustic cell
out of the field of the demagnetization magnet/ To analyze our data, we used
the temperature scale, and the values for ~C/C, as a function of pressure,
reported by Greywall. z
A typical temperature (pressure) trace is shown in Fig. 1. As we cool into
the superfluid, there is a step in the impedance at To. Below To, the attenuation
is high due to damping by the pair breaking mechanism and continues to
increase as we cool. At a temperature TpB, where h~, = 2z~(TpB), the sound
attenuation decreases abruptly and we observe the onset of oscillations due
to the presence of standing waves in the cell. (The oscillations are caused by
changes in the sound velocity with temperature or pressure and can only
appear when the attenuation is low enough that the returning (reflected) wave
can cause a measurable shift in the transducer response.) The point at which
the oscillations appear (implying the presence of a standing wave pattern in the
cell, ani:l hence a sudden decrease in attenuation) is taken as the pair-breaking
edge, 2A.
In Fig. 2, we have plotted our data for the pair-breaking edge in the
pressure-temperature plane. The curves are plotted for the frequencies at
which data were taken using both L~Bcs and z~÷, the weak-coupling-plus model
of Rainer and Serene/ Our data appear to lie between the two curves, but are
much closer to the A+ curves. The scatter in our data is chiefly due to our
thermometry.
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For the pair-breaking edge, the coefficient of the gap, a, (in the expression
hv = aA) must be 2. We have calculated the coefficient for all our data points
using both the Helsinki temperature scale 4 and the Greywall temperature scal@
and find that, if our data points are to cluster around 2, it is necessary to use
both the Greywall temperature scale and the weak-coupling-plus gap.
These results provide an indirect confirmation of the Greywall temperature
scale. The weak-coupling-plus model appears to work well; however, the
"center of gravity" of our points appears to be slightly less than 2, which would
imply that the weak-coupling-plus gap tends to over-estimate the strongcoupling effects. This can be seen clearly in Fig. 2 (especially for the 141 MHz
data) in which our data points lie close to, but not on, the line calculated using
the weak-coupling-plus gap.
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Fig. 1 Typical temperature
(pressure) sweep.
For details, see text.
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Fig. 2 Pair breaking edge in the
pressure-temperature plane.
The solid curves correspond to 2A~cs
and the dashed curve to 2A+for each
frequency.

